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Exploiting Transitivity of Correlation for
Fast Template Matching
Arif Mahmood and Sohaib Khan
Abstract—Elimination Algorithms are often used in template
matching to provide a significant speed-up by skipping portions
of the computation while guaranteeing the same best-match location as exhaustive search. In this work, we develop elimination
algorithms for correlation-based match measures by exploiting
the transitivity of correlation. We show that transitive bounds can
result in a high computational speed-up if strong autocorrelation
is present in the dataset. Generally strong intrareference local
autocorrelation is found in natural images, strong inter-reference
autocorrelation is found if objects are to be tracked across consecutive video frames and strong intertemplate autocorrelation
is found if consecutive video frames are to be matched with a
reference image. For each of these cases, the transitive bounds
can be adapted to result in an efficient elimination algorithm. The
proposed elimination algorithms are exact, that is, they guarantee
to yield the same peak location as exhaustive search over the entire
solution space. While the speed-up obtained is data dependent, we
show empirical results of up to an order of magnitude faster computation as compared to the currently used efficient algorithms on
a variety of datasets.
Index Terms—Auto correlation, correlation coefficient, cross
correlation, fast template matching, normalized cross correlation.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

EMPLATE matching is the process of evaluating the similarity of a template image at each search location of a
larger reference image, to identify the best-match location. If
the search for the best-match location is done exhaustively over
the entire search space, the process is computationally expensive. To reduce the computational cost while maintaining the
exhaustive equivalent accuracy, elimination algorithms are often
used, which may be categorized into two types: complete elimination algorithms [1]–[4] and partial elimination algorithms [5],
[6]. In complete elimination algorithms, the actual similarity
measure computation may be skipped completely if an alternate
suitability test indicates that the current location cannot be the
best-match location. In case of partial elimination algorithms,
the similarity measure is partially evaluated at each search location but may be terminated prematurely if the result of the
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partial computation establishes the unsuitability of the current
location as the best-match location. In either case, by skipping
computations, elimination algorithms reduce the computational
complexity while guaranteeing that the result of the best-match
location will not be compromised.
Elimination algorithms have been well investigated for match
measures such as sum of squared differences (SSD) and sum
of absolute differences (SAD) (see for example, [1]–[6]). However, for correlation-based measures, such as cross-correlation,
normalized cross correlation (NCC) and correlation-coefficient,
only limited investigations of elimination algorithms are found
in literature [7], [8]. This is because of the fact that, the elimination strategies developed for distance measures, are not directly
applicable to correlation measures. As a consequence, when
computational efficiency is of primary importance, correlation
measures are less frequently used. This is despite the fact that
correlation-coefficient, being invariant to brightness and contrast variations, is more robust than SAD or SSD.
In this paper, we propose complete elimination algorithms for
correlation-based similarity measures including cross-correlation, NCC and correlation-coefficient. The common basis for
each of the proposed elimination algorithm is the notion of the
transitivity of correlation. That is, if correlation between image
and
is known, and that between
and
is also
blocks
known, what are the bounds on the correlation between image
blocks and ? We present the derivation of these bounds and
show how these bounds can be exploited, to yield what we term
as transitive elimination algorithms.
In transitive elimination algorithms, the required matching
computations are divided into two types: bounding correlations
(for example correlation between and or that between
and ) and bounded correlations (for example correlation between and ). Bounding correlations are only a small fraction of the total computations, and have to be computed in their
entirety. However, bounded correlations, which form the bulk
of the computation, do not have to be always computed. Most
of the bounded correlations can be skipped by using the transitive elimination algorithms.
In order to get good elimination performance, transitive
bounds should be tight enough. We find that, tight bounds
require at least one of the two bounding correlations to be of
large magnitude. This is ensured by exploiting different forms
of autocorrelation found in the dataset. Most of the template
matching applications exhibit strong autocorrelation in one
of the following three forms: strong intrareference autocorrelation, strong inter-reference autocorrelation or the strong
intertemplate autocorrelation. To exploit each of these types,
we have proposed variants of transitive elimination algorithms,
all exploiting the same underlying principle.
1) Exploiting strong intrareference autocorrelation [9]: Most
natural images are low-frequency signals, hence, exhibit
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high local spatial autocorrelation. Let
be the template
image, be a reference image block and be one of the
spatially neighboring blocks of . Since local autocorrelation of the reference image is high, is often highly correlated with each block. If these correlations are known,
then correlating with yields maximum and minimum
bounds upon the correlation of
with each . Using
these bounds, unsuitable blocks may be eliminated from
the search space, significantly reducing the computations
without causing any degradation of accuracy.
The computation of the autocorrelation of with each of
is an algorithmic overhead but it is justiits neighbor
fied through high elimination of the subsequent computations. Moreover, we also present an efficient algorithm for
the computation of local autocorrelation. As a result, this
algorithmic overhead turns out to be insignificant as compared to the overall computations.
2) Exploiting strong inter-reference autocorrelation: Tracking
an object in a surveillance video, checking for missing components on a PCB production line or object inspection over
conveyor belts require one template image to be correlated
across multiple reference frames. In such an application, the
reference images are often highly correlated with each other,
because the camera is often static, a fact which can be exploited for high elimination. Let be the template image
and be a reference image block and be one of the temporal neighboring blocks, in another reference image. Since
inter-reference autocorrelation will be high, correlation of
with yields tight transitive bounds upon the correlation
between and . Those blocks for which elimination
test is found to be positive may be skipped from computations without any loss of accuracy.
3) Exploiting strong intertemplate autocorrelation [10]: Certain applications require a set of template images to be correlated with a single reference image, for example, matching
an aerial video with a satellite image or exhaustive rotation-scale invariant template matching. In such cases, if the
set of templates has high autocorrelation, correlation of one
template with the reference image yields tight bounds upon
the correlation of all other templates within the set.
and comThe proposed algorithms are implemented in
pared with current known efficient algorithms including Enhanced Bounded Correlation [8], Bounded Partial Correlation
[7], SAD [1], [6], FFT based frequency domain implementation [11] and an efficient spatial domain implementation [12].
Experiments are performed on a variety of real image datasets.
The exact speed-up of the proposed algorithms varies from experiment to experiment, ranging from multiple times to more
than an order of magnitude.
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and
may also be considered as vectors in
space.
Let
be the angular distance between these vectors. Using
can be related with crossthe definition of scalar product,
correlation,
(2)
where
denotes the
norm. The angular distance is sym, and bounded between 0 and 180 .
metric, i.e.,
In addition, the angular distance also follows the triangular inequality of distance measures [10], that is for three image blocks
, , and (Fig. 1)
(3)
is the angular distance between , and
is the
where
angular distance between , . The minimum and the maximum angular distance between and occurs when lies
in the same plane as and (Fig. 1). Therefore the upper and
lower triangular bounds are also bounded between 0 and 180
and the triangular inequality may be written as:
. We observe
that the cosine function monotonically decreases from
to
as varies from 0 to 180 . Taking the cosine of the triangular
inequality, we get the basic form of the transitive inequality for
cross-correlation
(4)
This may be rearranged using trigonometric identities as

(5)
Multiplying (5) with
and simplifying using (2), the transitive inequality in terms of the
cross-correlation measure , shown in

(6)
II. TRANSITIVE INEQUALITY FOR CORRELATION BASED
SIMILARITY MEASURES
Let
and

and be two image blocks, each of size
pixels,
be the cross-correlation between these blocks

(1)

This inequality provides transitive bounds on the cross-correlation between and , if the cross-correlation between and
and that between and is already known.
Cross-correlation is often used in its normalized form to remove bias towards brighter regions. Normalized cross-correlation between image blocks and is defined as

(7)
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Transitive bounds can also be derived by exploiting the relationship between correlation and distance measures other than
the angular distance. For example, we have derived transitive
inequality through Euclidean distance as shown in Appendix A.
However, we find that the bounds based upon angular distance
are tighter than the bounds based upon Euclidean distance
(see Appendix B and C for proof) and therefore more useful
for elimination algorithms. In the next section, we will show
how the transitive bounds for correlation measures can be exploited algorithmically, to speed-up different template matching
applications.
III. TRANSITIVE ELIMINATION ALGORITHMS

Fig. 1. Triangular inequality for the angular distance measure: (a) Image blocks
r , r and r represented as vertices and the angular distance between them is
shown as edges of a triangle. (b) 
depends upon the angle between planes
 and  , 
. (c)–(d)  becomes maximum, 
 , when 
and becomes minimum, j 0  j, when 
.

180

+

=0

=

The angular distance between two image blocks may also be
written in terms of :
. Transitive inequality
given by (5) gets modified for NCC as follows:

(8)
This inequality yields transitive bounds upon NCC between
image blocks and , if the NCC between and and that
between and is already known.
NCC is robust to contrast variations, but it is not robust to the
brightness variations. A more robust measure, invariant to any
linear change in the signal, is the correlation coefficient
(9)
and
are the means of and , respectively. Corwhere
relation-coefficient can also be written in terms of the angular
distance as:
, where
is the angular distance
between
and
. The transitive inequality in terms
of can be derived by following the same steps as that for ,
and yields:
(10)
This can be expanded to the transitive inequality for the correlation-coefficient

(11)

Transitive Elimination algorithms are developed to exploit
the transitive bounds for fast template matching. For a particular search location, transitive bounds indicate the maximum
and the minimum limits upon correlation, which can be used to
discard unsuitable search locations. For example, at a specific
location, if the maximum limit is less than the correlation value
at some previous location, correlation computation becomes redundant and may be skipped without any loss of accuracy. As
the percentage of skipped search locations increases, the template matching process accelerates accordingly.
In order to compute the transitive bounds, three transitive inequalities were presented in the last section, (6), (8), and (11).
In each of these inequalities, there are two Bounding Correlations which must be known in order to find bounds upon the
and
third Bounded Correlation. For example, in (11),
are the two bounding correlations which constrain the upper and
the lower limits upon the bounded correlation
. In a template
matching problem, this concept may be exploited for significant
speed-up, by designing an algorithm such that bounded correlations comprise a large percentage of the total computations.
Most of the bounded correlations may be skipped if tight transitive bounds are available.
The tightness of the transitive bounds depends upon the magnitude of the two bounding correlations, and requires the upper
bound to be low and the lower bound to be high. This dependency may be more clearly understood by considering transitive inequalities in terms of angular distances as given by (4) or
(10). In these equations, a tight upper bound means
having a value significantly lesser than
, which implies
has a value significantly larger than 0 . Similarly,
the lower bound will be tight if
has a higher
value, which implies that
should have a value close
to 0 . Considering different ranges of values which
and
may assume, three possible cases are shown in Fig. 2:
1) Case I: If both angles are small Fig. 2(a), their difference
will be even smaller and their sum will also be a relatively
small number. Therefore both upper and lower transitive
bounds will approach
. This ensures tight upper and
lower bounds because in this case, the bounded correlation
will also be very high.
2) Case II: If one angle is small while the other is large
Fig. 2(b), then their difference will be large, resulting in a
tight upper bound, and their sum will also be a relatively
large number, resulting in a loose lower bound.
3) Case III: If both of the angles are large Fig. 2(c), then their
difference will be a small number, resulting in a very loose
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Fig. 2. Tightness of the transitive bounds: (a) Case 1: Both angles, 
and
 , have small magnitude. (b) Case 2: One angle is small and the other is
large. (c) Case 3: Both angles are large.
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Fig. 3. Groups of Search Locations in IntraRef-TEA algorithm. A “search location” is the central pixel of a possible matching location of the template, within
the reference image. Small squares show 81 search locations divided into non
overlapping 3 3 groups. Each group has a central search location shown in
red and neighboring search locations shown in blue. The template always has
to be correlated with central locations while its correlation with the neighboring
locations may be eliminated based upon the transitive bounds.

2

upper bound while their sum will be a significantly larger
number, resulting in a very loose lower bound.
In these three cases, Case I yields tight upper and lower bounds
and can potentially be exploited for computation elimination.
However, practically, this case occurs infrequently because it is
less likely to get all of the three image patches to be highly correlated. Case III yields loose upper and lower bounds therefore
this case cannot be exploited for computation elimination. Case
II yields a tight upper bound, and requires that one of the two
bounding correlations has high magnitude. Since in most of the
template matching problems, strong autocorrelation is present
in one form or the other, therefore choosing autocorrelation as
one of the two bounding correlations ensures that Case II occurs
frequently.
For a standard single template and single reference matching
problem, local spatial autocorrelation of the reference may be
exploited to ensure one high bounding correlation, as required
by Case II. For a problem in which one template has to be correlated with a sequence of reference images, temporal autocorrelation of the reference images may be exploited. Finally if a
sequence of template images is to be correlated with a single reference image, then temporal autocorrelation of templates may
be exploited to obtain speed-up. We discuss these three cases in
detail in the following subsections.

high elimination at most locations. Complete pseudo-code for
this algorithm is shown as IntraRef-TEA.
In Algorithm 1 the speed-up is obtained from bounded correlations, shown as dotted arrows in Fig. 3, whereas the bounding
correlations constitute an overhead for the algorithm. There are
two types of overheads: the computation of the local spatial autocorrelation of the reference image and the computation of the
central correlation in each group. For the first type, the standard implementation has computational complexity of the order
[9], where
is the template size and
of
is the reference image size. However, redundant computations
can be eliminated by using a more efficient algorithm, which
(as disreduces the computational complexity to
cussed later in this section), where
is the size of the
group of locations.
Algorithm 1 IntraRef-TEA

for all Groups of search locations do
A. Exploiting Strong IntraReference Autocorrelation
Many template matching applications may require a single
template to be correlated with a single reference image. In such
applications, local spatial autocorrelation of the reference image
may be exploited for fast template matching. For this purpose,
we divide the search locations within the reference image into
non overlapping rectangular groups and compute local autocorrelation
of the central location with the neighboring locations of the group Fig. 3.
In each group, the template image is correlated with the central search location, to yield Central Correlation
and the
correlation of the template with the remaining locations is delayed until the evaluation of the elimination test. As shown in
Fig. 3, both local autocorrelation and central correlation are
used as bounding correlations to compute transitive bounds for
the remaining locations, and those with upper bounds less than
a current known maximum (or less than a conservative initial
threshold) may be skipped, without any loss of accuracy. Since
the spatial autocorrelation with close neighbors is often high for
natural images, this results in a tight upper bound and, hence,

if

then

end if
for all Remaining locations within current group do
if

then

Skip current location
else

if

end if
end if
end for
end for
print

then
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For the overhead due to central correlation, we observe that at
least one correlation is a must for each group. Since the number
, and one correlation of the template of
of groups are
is must for each group, the overhead cost is given
size
. The total overhead for both types can be
as
written as the summation of the two overheads

times, and each time
integer multiplications and
additions are done. Therefore the overall complexity of this approach
. In terms of space, this algorithm requires addiis
and
, each of size equal
tional storage of three arrays: ,
to that of the reference image.
Algorithm 2 LA-Algorithm

(12)
where is a machine dependent constant. If templates are to
be matched with the same reference image, the local autocorrelation overhead is further amortized to yield a total overhead of
(13)
Assuming the cost of spatial domain template matching to be
, a theoretical upper bound upon the speed-up of IntraRef-TEA may be written as

for
to
do
for
to
do
for all pixels
in Reference-Image do
end for
Copy Only Required Values From
in final LA-array do
for all

to LA-array

(14)
As an illustration, if 10 templates each of size 64 64 pixels
are to be matched with a reference image (of any size) and the
group size is 5 5, the upper bound upon maximum achievable
speed-up over spatial domain is 24.624.
Equation (14) indicates that more speed-up is possible on
larger group sizes. However, on larger sizes the local autocorrelation may decay down to a small value, hence, reducing the
tightness of the transitive bounds and therefore resulting in reduction in elimination. The proper choice of the group-size parameter, therefore, depends upon the spread of the local autocorrelation function in the reference image and the magnitude
of the known correlation maxima. The smallest size of a symmetrical group is 3 3 search locations, which means that the
central search location will be correlated with its eight neighbors
only. Practically one may adapt to the proper group size by obgroup size, if
serving the computation elimination. For
percentage of eliminated computations approach the maximum
, the group size may be increased
limit
. This is because, approaching the maxto
imum limit of elimination indicates that the reference image
may have a wider autocorrelation that may allow even larger
group size to get more speed-up. On the other hand, if the computation elimination reduces to less than
, then the size may be reduced to
.
As mentioned earlier, the computation of local autocorrelation can be made more efficient than its standard implementation
by exploiting the redundancy in its computation. We propose an
algorithm in which the correlation between central location ,
and another location , is computed simultaneously over all
groups, through pixel by pixel multiplication of the reference
image with its
translated version, where
is the
row, column difference between and . Then using the running-sum approach, we compute the sum of all
blocks in
the product array, in just four operations per block. This results
in correlation of each search location with a
translated
location. We copy only the required values in a final LA-Array
as shown in LA-Algorithm. The same process is repeated

end for
end for
end for
B. Exploiting Strong Inter-Reference Auto-Correlation
In some template matching applications, for example tracking
objects across a video sequence, one template image has to
be correlated with multiple reference frames. If the reference
frames are highly temporally correlated, such as in the case of a
static surveillance camera, we can exploit their temporal autoto get tight transitive bounds. The concept is
correlation
illustrated in Fig. 4. In this case, the central correlation
is
obtained by correlating the template with a specific reference
frame. The correlation with the remaining frames is delayed
until evaluation of the transitive elimination test.
Using
and
as bounding correlations, we compute
the transitive upper and lower bounds upon all search locations
in the remaining frames. The locations with upper bound less
than the current known maximum (or an initial correlation
threshold), may be discarded without any loss of accuracy.
In some applications, for example checking for missing components in a circuit board manufacturing facility, the three image
patches may be very similar. Therefore we may get both upper
and lower bounds to be tight as given by Case I. In such applications, search locations where the upper bound is less than the
maximum of the lower bound, may also be skipped without any
loss of accuracy. The pseudo code for this algorithm is given as
Inter-Ref-TEA.
This algorithm carries the overhead of computing the temporal autocorrelation of the sequence of reference frames. We
employ a similar strategy as in the previous case and compute
, where
is size of the reference
this overhead in
image. This is done by multiplying, pixel by pixel, the two reference frames and then using the running sum approach to compute the summation of all patches of size
in the product
array. Since the complexity of running sum algorithm is
and
integer multiplications were carried out, overall complexity of this overhead is
, which is significantly smaller
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Fig. 4. Exploiting strong interframe autocorrelation for fast template matching
in InterRef-TEA. The template is fully correlated with only one frame (shown
red), while for the remaining frames transitive bounds are computed.

than even the complexity of a single template correlation in
. Hence, the computational cost of interframe autocorrelation computation is insignificant compared to the over
all cost of template matching.
Algorithm 3 InterRef-TEA

print
for all remaining frames,

if

do

then

end if
for all Search locations in
if

do
then

Skip current location
else

if

then

end if
end if
end for
print
end for
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Fig. 5. Exploiting strong intertemplate autocorrelation for fast template
matching in Intertemplate-TEA.

such that all templates within each group exhibit strong autocorwith the temporally central frame. One such group
relation
of templates is shown in Fig. 5, in which the central correlais obtained by correlating the central template with the
tion
and
as bounding correlareference image. Then using
tions, we compute the transitive bounds upon the correlation of
each remaining template in the group. All match locations with
upper transitive bounds less than the current known maximum
or an initial correlation threshold, may be discarded without any
loss of accuracy.
In large template video sequences, the temporal autocorrelation may significantly vary over time, requiring different group
lengths. To find the appropriate group length at runtime, we
adapt the length of the current group using the percentage computation elimination results of the previous group. Let actual
group be
, and the maxelimination obtained in the
,
imum possible elimination be
where
denotes the length of a group. If both of these eliminations are close to each other, then autocorrelation may be
under utilized and the group length may be increased, while if
is significantly less than
, then autocorrelation is less
than expected, therefore group length, should be decreased for
the next group
if
if
otherwise

(15)

where and are low and high thresholds upon elimination.
The only overhead in this algorithm is the computation of
,
intertemplate autocorrelation which is of the order of
where
is the template size. The cost of this overhead is
negligibly small as compared to the overall computations.

C. Exploiting Strong Intertemplate Auto-Correlation
In some template matching applications, for example registration of an aerial video with a satellite image [13], a sequence
of template frames is to be correlated with the same reference
image. In such applications, if consecutive template frames exhibit strong intertemplate auto-correlation, the transitive bounds
may be used to speed-up the template matching process. For this
purpose, we divide the sequence of template frames into groups

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We have performed extensive empirical evaluation of the
three types of template matching problems described in the
previous section. Our experiments are done on ten different
datasets, consisting of 424 reference images and 8465 templates. The size of reference images ranges from 240 320 to
1394 2194 pixels, while the smallest template is 16 8 and
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the largest 128 128 pixels. None of the templates is generated
by simply cropping the reference image; rather, each template
is from an independently captured image, containing natural,
and in some cases, synthetically generated distortions.
The proposed algorithms are implemented in C++ and
compared with the currently known fast exhaustive template
matching techniques including FFT-based frequency domain
implementation [14], Zero-mean Bounded Partial Correlation
(ZBPC) [7], Zero-mean Enhanced Bounded Correlation (ZNccEbc) [8] and an exhaustive spatial domain implementation
(Spat) [12]. We have implemented ZBPC algorithm and all
experiments are carried out with the correlation area of 20%
and bound area of 80% [7]. Implementation of ZNccEbc algorithm was provided by the original authors [8]. Other than
correlation based measures, we have also implemented Sum of
Absolute Differences with Partial Distortion Elimination [6]
and Successive Elimination Algorithm [1] optimizations.
In order to ensure a realistic comparison, we have used only
sequential implementations of all algorithms. The execution
times are measured on an IBM machine with Intel Core 2 CPU
2.13 GHz processor and 1 GB RAM. The datasets, implementation and detailed results are available on our web site:
http://cvlab.lums.edu.pk/tea.
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Fig. 6. Four datasets used for experiments on exploiting intra reference autocorrelation. See Table I for more dataset details. (a) Satellite Image (SI) Dataset
(b) Two Circuit Boards (TCB) Dataset, (c) Circuit Board (CB) Dataset, and
(d) Aerial Image (AI) Dataset.

A. Exploiting IntraReference Auto-Correlation
Experiments corresponding to Section III-A are performed
on four datasets: Satellite Images (SI) dataset, Aerial Images
(AI) dataset, Circuit Board (CB) dataset and Two Circuit Boards
(TCB) dataset (see Fig. 6 and Table I). The images to be matched
have projective distortions due to difference in viewing geometry. In addition, the reference image of SI dataset has very high
brightness while the templates have low brightness and contrast.
In CB and TCB datasets, templates and the reference images
are taken from different boards. In AI dataset, available from
flicker.com under Creative Commons license, templates and the
reference are aerial images of the same scene, taken from two
different locations.
For the IntraRef-TEA algorithm, a group size of 5 5 was
used for all datasets. For ZNccEbc algorithm, we used
where-ever possible; when the rows of the template were not
divisible by 8, all factors were tried and results were reported
was
for factor generating maximum speed-up. Therefore,
selected for SI and CB, 17 for TCB and 5, 97, 9 for AI(a, b, c)
datasets.
The speedup is dependent upon the initial threshold value,
which may be specified by the user or estimated by several
approaches, such as the coarse-to-fine technique [15], two
stage template matching [16], three-step search [17] or two
dimensional logarithmic search [18]. However, to keep the
analysis focused on the current problem, we used a uniform
initial threshold of
for all algorithms. The execution
time, reported in Table II, includes the local autocorrelation
overhead, which is {1.463 s, 0.270 s, 0.505 s, 0.963 s} for AI,
CB, SI, and TCB datasets, respectively.
The execution time speed-up of IntraRef-TEA over other
algorithms is dataset dependant. Maximum observed speed-up
over ZBPC is 15.549 times, over ZNccEbc is 4.464, over
FFT is 24.626 and over Spat is 22.680 times. IntraRef-TEA
has remained faster than other correlation coefficient based
algorithms, while for CB and SI datasets SAD has exhibited

TABLE I
DATASET DESCRIPTION FOR EXPERIMENTS WITH INTRA-REF-TEA

TABLE II
TOTAL EXECUTION TIME IN SECONDS TAKEN BY INTRA-REF-TEA AND OTHER
ALGORITHMS UPON DATASETS DESCRIBED IN TABLE I

highest speed. However SAD exhibits poor accuracy over these
datasets, due to brightness and contrast variations. For SI,
none of the templates matched at the correct location, while
for CB, only 25 of 328 templates matched correctly. Whereas,
the accuracy of all correlation coefficient based algorithms has
remained 100%.
Over a portion of the four datasets, variation of computation elimination and average execution time per template has
been studied by varying the group size parameter to {3 3,
5 5, 7 7 and 9 9} (see Table III). The datasets AI.a and
TCB.c have shown the best performance at group size of 5 5
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TABLE III
INTRA-REF-TEA : EFFECT OF GROUP SIZE PARAMETER (GRSZ) UPON
EXECUTION TIME (SEC) AND PERCENT COMPUTATION ELIMINATION (%E)
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TABLE V
TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS FOR DATASETS DESCRIBED IN FOR INTER-REF-TEA
AND OTHER ALGORITHMS

TABLE VI
PERCENTAGE COMPUTATION ELIMINATION IN INTER-REF-TEA
AND OTHER ELIMINATION ALGORITHMS

Fig. 7. (a) Pedestrian dataset: four reference frames and 9 feature templates.
(b) Cyclist dataset: four reference frames and 5 feature templates. (c) Fast Component Tracking (CT) dataset: 3 reference frames and 5 templates [19].

TABLE IV
DATASET DESCRIPTION FOR FAST FEATURE TRACKING/FAST
COMPONENT TRACKING EXPERIMENTS

while CB.c and SI.c performed best at 3 3 and 7 7, respectively. Thus, by tuning the group size parameter, speed-up
reported in Table II may further be improved for CB and SI
datasets, even though all experiments reported in Table II are
for 5 5 group size.
B. Exploiting inter-reference Auto-Correlation
1) Experiment on Fast Feature Tracking: In this experiment,
manually extracted features are tracked across Pedestrian (PED)
and Cyclist (CYC) datasets. Both videos were acquired in a
typical surveillance scenario (see Fig. 7 and Table IV). Both
datasets contain dissimilarities produced by human motion and
illumination variations. Initial correlation threshold is set to 0.70
for each of the algorithm. The parameter in ZNccEbc is 23
for PED and 17 for CYC. The total execution time for the InterRef-TEA given in Table V, includes all overheads.
In these experiments InterRef-TEA remained significantly
faster than other algorithms. The maximum speed-up over
ZBPC is 7.15 times, over ZNccEbc is 9.41, over FFT is 15.07,
over SAD is 2.02 and over Spat is 7.40 times. The slow execution times for the ZNccEbc algorithm is due to unfavorable
template sizes, which increases the bound computation overhead. Percentage of eliminated computations is reported in

Table VI. For the PED dataset the ZNccEbc algorithm has
obtained maximum elimination, while for the CYC dataset
InterRef-TEA has obtained highest elimination.
2) Experiment on Fast Component Tracking: In this dataset
there is no local motion and the component templates are significantly larger in size as compared to the feature templates.
Two types of datasets are used: Component Tracking (CT) and
Aerial Tracking (AT) (see Fig. 7 and Table IV). Original images
in CT were taken from [19] and AT dataset is a portion of the AI
dataset used in Section IV-A. The following frame to frame variations were synthetically produced: affine photometric variations, nonlinear photometric variations, complementing, sharpening by edge-enhancements and geometrically transforming
the original images.
Initial correlation threshold of 0.70 has been used for all algorithms. The central correlations in InterRef-TEA has been computed by the FFT based implementation. For ZNccEbc, the
parameter has been selected to be {7, 89, 8, 7, 5} for CT(a, b,
c, d) and AT. For fast feature tracking experiment, the percent
computation elimination comparison is shown in Table VI, in
which ZNccEbc has obtained maximum elimination. However,
in the total execution times reported in Table V, InterRef-TEA
has remained faster than all algorithms. This is because the cost
of bound computation in ZNccEbc has exceeded the benefit obtained by elimination. The maximum speed-up observed by InterRef-TEA over ZNccEbc algorithm is 23.43 times, over ZBPC
is 101.46, over FFT is 18.67, over SAD is 27.33 and over Spat
is 121.29 times.
C. Exploiting Intertemplate Auto-Correlation
1) Fast Video Geo-Registration: These experiments are performed on two datasets, DS1 and DS2 (see Fig. 8 and Table VII).
The images to be matched contain dissimilarities due to difference in imaging sensor and viewing geometry. Additional
dissimilarities were generated by reducing the dynamic range
of templates in DS1 to one third of the original range and the
templates in DS2 were contrast reversed. Contrast reversals are
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TABLE VIII
VIDEO GEO-REGISTRATION: AVERAGE EXECUTION TIME
IN SECONDS PER TEMPLATE FRAME

Fig. 8. Video geo-registration dataset: (a) DS1 (b) DS2. Reference images are
taken from earth.google.com and templates from terraserver.microsoft.com.

TABLE VII
DATASET DETAILS USED FOR VIDEO GEO-REGISTRATION EXPERIMENTS

frequently observed in practical situations, if matching is to be
done across infra-red and optical imagery.
The initial correlation threshold is 0.80 for DS1 and -0.85 for
has been used. In IT-TEA, the corDS2. For ZNccEbc,
relation of the central templates with the reference images has
been done by using the FFT based implementation and length of
the group of templates is initialized to 7 for DS1 and 5 for DS2.
For the remaining groups, length was automatically adapted by
and
in (15). Average group length has
using
remained {8.6, 10.9, 11.6, 12.1, 12.4} for DS1(a-e) and {7.8,
7.2, 7.7, 8.2, 7.7} for DS2(a-e).
Execution time comparison of IT-TEA and other algorithms
is given in Table VIII. For DS1, maximum execution time
speed-up of IT-TEA over ZBPC is 9.77 times, over ZNccEbc
is 1.69, over FFT is 3.61 and over Spat is 15.10 times. For
DS2, maximum observed speed-up of IT-TEA over ZBPC
is 10.22, over ZNccEbc is 6.38, over FFT is 3.06 and over
Spat is 10.26 times. Although SAD has remained faster than
all correlation coefficient based algorithms, it failed to match
any template at the correct location. High execution times of
ZBPC and ZNccEbc on DS2 can be attributed to the fact that
these algorithms have been developed to find only positive
maxima, where as in case of DS2 negative peaks have to be
searched. Transitive elimination algorithm does not require any
modification to search for negative peaks.
2) Fast Rotation/Scale Invariant Template Matching: Consecutive rotated and scaled versions of an object are generally
highly correlated. We have used this correlation to speed-up the
exhaustive rotation/scale invariant template matching by using
IT-TEA . These experiments are performed upon optical character recognition dataset using scanned pages from multiple
books. The template images consist of 14 individual characters,
which were extracted from one of the scanned image (see Fig. 9

Fig. 9. Rotation and Scale invariant template matching: Nine reference images
and 14 templates.

TABLE IX
ROTATION AND SCALE INVARIANT TEMPLATE MATCHING: DATASET FOR
CHARACTER RECOGNITION

and Table IX). Each template is rotated from
to
and
scaled from
to
at a step size of 2%, resulting in 99
rotated/scaled versions. All of these rotated/scaled versions are
exhaustively correlated with each of the 14 reference images,
with varying background colors, arbitrary rotations, arbitrary
scaling, aliasing effects due to poor scanner resolution and with
broken and irregular character boundaries.
Out of 99 rotated/scaled versions of each template, only one
template (with zero rotation and unit scaling) is fully correlated
with the complete reference image while for all of the remaining
templates, transitive bounds are computed. The initial correlation threshold is set to 0.80. In ZNccEbc, partition parameter
is set to be: {19, 19, 17, 13, 5, 5, 9, 9, 5, 9, 9, 19, 9, 19}, respectively for the 14 templates given in Table IX.
The total execution time including all overheads is shown
in Table X. The maximum execution time speed-up obtained
by IT-TEA is 28.29 times over ZBPC , 30.32 times over ZNccEbc, 126.70 times over FFT, 12.67 times over SAD and 29.26
over Spat . On this dataset, the speed-up obtained by IT-TEA
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TABLE X
ROTATION AND SCALE INVARIANT TEMPLATE MATCHING: TOTAL EXECUTION
TIME (IN SECONDS) FOR IT-TEA AND OTHER ALGORITHMS
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wide variety of real image datasets. Our empirical results based
upon the correlation of 8465 templates with 424 reference images, demonstrate that the proposed algorithms are faster than
current techniques by a significant margin.
APPENDIX A
TRANSITIVE INEQUALITY BASED UPON EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE
Considering three image blocks ,
and , let
the Euclidean distance between any two of them, where

be

(16)
Triangular inequality for Euclidean distance is given by
TABLE XI
TOTAL EXECUTION TIME (T ) (SEC) AND AVERAGE PERCENT ELIMINATION
(E ) FOR CROSS-CORRELATION ( ), NCC () AND 

(17)
Squaring all sides and using relationship from [9]
(18)
we get Euclidean distance based transitive bounds upon correlation coefficient

over other algorithms is enhanced because of the small template sizes and high autocorrelation between consecutive rotated/scaled template versions.

(19)

APPENDIX B
COMPARISON OF UPPER TRANSITIVE BOUNDS

D. Speed-Up Comparison of Correlation Measures
We compared the execution times and the computation elimination performance of the three correlation based similarity
measures: cross-correlation, NCC and correlation-coefficient on
six datasets: DS1 (a, b, c, d, e) and PED. For DS1, IT-TEA
and for PED InterRef-TEA has been used for comparison. The
total execution time and the average computation elimination
per frame is reported in Table XI.
In these experiments we observe that cross-correlation is the
fastest of the three measures. NCC was found to be faster than
correlation coefficient over PED datasets while slower on DS1
datasets. This may be because of the fact that NCC is not robust to additive intensity variations and therefore in the presence
of such variations the magnitude of NCC maxima may reduce,
causing a reduction in elimination and an increase in execution
time. However, the relative speed-up is data dependent and may
vary for other datasets.

Since
inequalities

, therefore

(20)
and
(21)
always hold. By multiplying these two inequalities

(22)
(23)

V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have demonstrated that the transitive property of correlation can be exploited for fast template matching.
Three variations of transitive elimination algorithms are presented to cater for different types of the template matching problems. The proposed algorithms have exhaustive equivalent accuracy and are compared with fast exhaustive techniques on a

and

From (22) and (23)

(24)
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APPENDIX C
COMPARISON OF LOWER TRANSITIVE BOUNDS
and

Since
inequalities

, therefore

(25)

(26)
always hold. Adding these two inequalities and rearranging the
terms

(27)
substituting the value of

from (23)

(28)
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